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The #1 Travel Guide for Families Visiting Florence and Tuscany! Florence & Tuscany with Kids

(third edition-2017) is not your typical run-of-the-mill guidebook. Rather, it is an indispensable and

hugely useful resource for any family travelling to beautiful Tuscany. Here you will find: Detailed

family-friendly itineraries, covering the entire region * The top 5 activities for families in all the

important cities (Florence, Pisa, Siena, San Gimignano, Lucca and more!) * Lists of the best events

and activities in Tuscany, such as: water parks, adventure parks, cooking classes, horseback rides,

jousting matches and medieval carnivals * Unique detective missions and kids' corners, filled with

interesting facts and stories * Fascinating details about Italian art, culture, and history * Insider tips

and top advice, from a local, that will save you time and money during your travels *

Recommendations for excellent family hotels, B&Bs and restaurants * The best kid-friendly

museums and sights. Here's what a few of our readers had to say about Florence & Tuscany with

Kids: "This book is a must-have if you are taking your kids to the Tuscany region! It was invaluable

and made our trip a great experience. We traveled with a 3 & 5 year old and the tips and activities

inside were great. The restaurant recommendations proved to be helpful and delicious." Allison

Neumann "Better than your normal travel guide. I love the additional information provided.... And

now I have a much better understanding of Renaissance art!" W.Mason "Very good guide for

Florence and the surrounding areas if you have kids. The major attractions had some kid based

projects, these were fun to complete. Also, the facts based for kids were useful in keeping our child

focused. We really liked the area/attraction gelato based information." C. Frears "This travel guide is

detailed, thorough and full of useful information. As other reviewers have pointed out, its forte isn't

an abundance of colorful photos and maps (on the contrary, it is printed in b/w), but the information

it provides. The detailed itineraries (especially the Maremma and the Florence itineraries, which we

followed) were very interesting and enjoyable. The reviews of Florence's best family friendly

attractions and the recommendations for parks and medieval festivities were great. In fact, we found

several suggestions and activity ideas here that we did not see in any other guide we consulted. All

in all, this is a highly recommended resource for families traveling to Tuscany" Roi "Excellent book,

tried and tested with 3 kids aged 10-11. We took a regular guide book too but always found

ourselves checking this one because it had relevant info for famiilies, like: which place sells the best

gelato? Good local panini bars, cafes, child friendly restaurants?..." DC "Well organized and very

useful. If you are travelling to Florence or Tuscany with your kids, this guide is a must". Mat D.
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Ariela Bankier is an award-nominated journalist and author. After a decade of living in Tuscany,

travelling to every corner of this beautiful region and writing extensively about Italian culture, food

and art, she decided to use her expertise to create a truly unique travel guide. "I set out to write a

guide that would make my readers' lives easier, and their trips as enjoyable as possible", she says.

"I've spent years travelling and testing itineraries, all to make sure that my readers get the best

possible information", she adds. "I've also included easy-to-follow recommendations for the best

family activities and sights in Florence and Tuscany, as well as dozens of time & money saving tips.

Readers will also find several activities for kids, missions, games and other fun little surprises. I am

confident that this guide will help any family build a truly marvelous Tuscan vacation!" --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

We spent a week traveling throughout Tuscany with our extended family which included four kids

under four. We had several different guidebooks but this was used the most. The tips and

recommendations for children were invaluable! The only thing I'd change is to see more maps within

the book.

Great resource! We used this guide for a multi-generational family vacation with kids ranging from

5-19 years of age. The "tips" and practical information, such as age requirements for the Pisa tower

(8 years) and the parking information was excellent and made our day trips run smoothly. The

historical and cultural notes were fun and written to appeal to children. One destination not included



that our family loved was the marble quarries in Carrera. If you have time, take a tour of the

mountain with experienced driver/guides.

great tips for traveling in Tuscany with kids; helpful historical summary of towns too; give great

'treasure hunt' style games for the kids.

Better than your normal travel guide. I love the additional information provided.... And now I have a

much better understanding of Renaissance art!

So much great information for families visiting Tuscany.

Terrific resource - adds quite a bit to the usual adult travel guides

Fabulous, candid, detailed guide! Highly recommend it for anyone traveling abroad with kids!

We were initially reluctant to buy a guide by an author we knew nothing about, but Florence and

tuscany with kids turned out to be an immensely useful resource, and excellent value.
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